Electrical products
market is seeing a
wave of change
rasbor

Highlight
Global electrical
machinery in India is
anticipated to reach US$
100 billion by 2022 from
US$ 24 billion in 2013

How Rasbor and ElectricalBestBuy
leveraged technology to cater
bigger market, improve sales and
business process for the latter
What started in 1967 as one-man organization selling electrical products has over
the years become one of the largest distributors of electrical products in India.
The transition for Mohan group, parent company of ElectricalBestBuy, has been
eventful and full of impressive milestones. The evolution witnessed birth of
Mohan Industrial Supplies in 1990, then forayed into export-import business in
2008 as Mohan Exim (India) Pvt. Ltd. and touched a whole new level of progress

With CAGR 14.8% from
last eight years, exports
touched US$ 4.9 billion
in 2013-14


in 2015 when it became one of the largest distributors of electrical products in
India.
The electrical machinery market in India is anticipated to reach US$ 100 billion
by 2022 from US$ 24 billion in 2013. During the last eight years, exports have
increased at a CAGR of 14.8% to touch USD 4.9 Billion in 2013-14.
ElectricalBestBuy tapped Rasbor, The next generation digital transformation
agency, to cater bigger market through additional channel i.e. the online store.

With 100 brands and over 5000
products covering wide
applications, the store is all set to
cater any level of B2B order
The Challenge
The brick and mortar model had

“Rasbor’s implementation
of the redesigned
Purchase Order creation
process has transformed
the process into a highly
optimized one.”

been taking the company to greater
heights with each passing decade in
the past 4 decades. But, with the
onset of first decade of 21st
century, the novel idea of
ecommerce took under its wing all
circles of businesses and customers
embraced it with all zest.

Objective:


Grow Complete
customer rewritten
base
code
and redesigned store

client’s grand vision. The client,
nonetheless, appreciated the
endeavor after initial reluctance.

wave of change and boarded the

inventory management

wagon with full stride.

streamlining, user interface

Electrical Best Buy, the one-store
products, sourced directly from

store, which catered to B2B
customers, received an encouraging
reinforced Electrical Best Buy’s
belief in potential of the online

up with agility of the electrical
products giant. ElectricalBestBuy
needed a technology partner who
itself had the grand vision for its
own business. With its impressive
client portfolio in Magento, Rasbor
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radical was set to live up to the

executed the designing part,

technology vendor could not keep

Promote B2B bulk ordering

whole piece! The decision, though,

decades, the company sensed the

store. However, the associated

Simplify ordering process

previous code and rewriting the

piece of code, the digital agency

response from them. This reception

Grow customer base

recommended scratching the

its customers developed over 4

several leading brands. The online

Effective and optimized
inventory integration

Rasbor’s Magento professionals, it

Along with rewriting the mammoth

manufacturers and had tie-up with

Engaging UI/UX features

the electrical online store by

Nonetheless, with great insights of

online shop for all electrical

Technology stack upgrade

Based on extensive investigation of

could not have fit better.

creation, etc. to their perfection.
The excellence of our culture, every
bit of it, passes into all our works
and ElectricalBestBuy is no
different and is now an another
telling piece.
What Rasbor Offered
Rasbor built the entire ecommerce
solution right from scratch after
discarding previous inefficient code
and remodeled the entire online
store on Magento 1.9, a due
upgrade from Magento 1.7.

Rasbor, while
leveraging
Magento,
developed host of
functionalities for
the client, thereby,
provided best of
both- Magento and
Rasbor’s sharp
technical skills.
Purchase Order Process Streamlined. Entire process for Purchase Order
(PO) creation was revisited, brainstormed, and redesigned with
ElectricalBestBuy. This resulted into a highly optimized process which

Solution

eliminated navigating through several pages such as warehouse, supplier,
etc. In the improved process, the single window sufficed for the operation.

Remodeled platform

This simplification enhanced the business process, saved time and effort.
The sales order is auto created as soon as the customer places the order

Highly efficient piece of code

in the online store. The new interface has features to create a PO or
multiple POs against one / many sales orders and products with equal

One scan shipping update

ease. Product and Discount detail from suppliers can be seen from the list
populated into the interface and accordingly most competitive suppliers
can be selected.
Drop Shipping. This feature is included at the back-end. Admin, on his
discretion, can enable the supplier to deliver the product directly to

Quicker purchase order
creation
Customer dashboard

customer’s location. Purchase Order is not required.
Performance Optimized. The fresh piece of code and redesigning
optimized the performance to a new level. ElectricalBestBuy’s ability to
handle large volumes orders was perfectly reciprocated by Rasbor’s high
performance oriented store.
Responsiveness. In this era, when people are using handheld devices to
shop almost anything, an online store must be responsive to all kinds of
devices and OS’. Rasbor’s dedicated team for responsiveness has ensured
the store is as pleasant and engaging in all devices.
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Supplier dashboard
Complete control to administrator
over entire workflow
Flexible channels to make
purchase
Responsive across devices

Impact

Increased sales

Improved business process

Barcode Integration. The supplier

Sign-in Methods. Customer can buy

prints the barcode packaging slip,

products either as a guest user or

containing order information, and

as a registered account holder. He

pastes it on the product after

can even use his social log-in

accepting the purchase order. The

account, Facebook, Twitter, and

pick-up team updates the shipping

Linkedin, to create account and

status for associated purchase

make purchase.

order with just one scan and press
of a button. The update

Greater B2B customer
coverage

immediately reflects in admin
panel. This ensures product
transition is always under the radar
of the client.

Efficient inventory
management

Supplier Dashboard. The interface
allows suppliers to keep track of

Improved administrative
control and features

purchase orders and required
actions, products status, etc. He
can add products and update
category.

customers can request for special
price. A pre-formatted message is
sent to admin panel. Customer can
edit the message and attach file
with more details to it.
Moreover, select customers are
provided with credit limit for
purchase. The limit can be used
while making payment in checkout
page. Both these features were
custom developed by Rasbor for

interface, customers can manage

ElectricalBestBuy.

contact and billing address,
product reviews, track orders, and
see reward points, etc.

Payment Stack Integration. Citrus
Payment Gateway was integrated
with the online store. Thereby,
provided the client sound rate of

Reward Points earned through

transaction success, airtight

various channels can be redeemed

security, analytics and reports,

in purchase made. Rasbor

among other salient features.

developed this feature for the client
and included into the ecommerce
platform. My Wallet feature stores
any credited cash, which can be
used in the purchase.

Magento Admin Panel. The client
has direct and complete control
over the entire business flow
through this powerful interface.
Rasbor added many extensions and

Efficient Page Designing.

custom features such as Multi-Level

Challenging traditional style of

Marketing through reward points,

product listing and categorizing,

email and SMS integration,

the entire designing for listing and

extension for improved navigation,

category pages was so executed

etc.

that customers don’t have to spend
more time than necessary to get
products of their choosing.
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Limit. For bulk volume purchase,

Customer Dashboard. Through this
their account information such as

Rasbor’s performance
optimization brought down
the page load time to
impressive 3.1 seconds from
earlier 7 seconds.

Special Price Request and Credit

Technology Stack

A very powerful technology stack was used to
architect this complex implementation.









Magento Community Edition 1.9
HTML, CSS, JQuery, Ajax
My SQL
Ngin
PHP, FPDF, and JS libraries,
Bootstrap
Oneall
Magemojo

Top features













A layer of web services on Magento
community edition
Integration with advanced inventory
management solution and customizations
made for the client
Integration with payment stack having sound
success ratio
Purchasing made easier with social log-in
extension, guest checkout, and account
checkout
Drop shipping feature allows shipments to be
delivered directly to customer from supplier
Proven and efficient product sorting for
customers through additional third party
extension
Barcode feature allows instant shipment
status update
Instant stock availability check
Well-knitted communication flow

Results
A robust solution

Scalable model

Widened customer
base
Full integration with
administrative workflows
Efficient purchase
order creation process
Auto sales order
creation
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rasbor - We are the next generation digital transformation agency.
We speak Design semantically right with Technology.
Our passion to craft unique and complex eCommerce experience encourages us to
deliver pathbreaking solutions.
What motivates us? Our People. Our Passion. Our Persistence.
Rasbor was established in the year 2012 with the purpose of generating
multifaceted workforce for the eCommerce domain. We are proud to be among the
early adapters of Magento in India. Our team of 110 people are adding value to
nearly 300+ businesses on national and international level.
We are the ﬁrst movers in Magento 2 implementation with our other disruptive
solutions like Haatify, Designa, SubCom and Mebly.
The drive to succeed and create something unconventional is our differentiator. Our
5D process of Discover, Design, Develop, Deploy and Digitize covers a plethora of
services that will help you implement best eCommerce practices in optimal time
with maximum beneﬁts.

